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Abstract

This article is devoted to development of a program complex for modeling complex dynamic systems meant for free distribution. For a prototype of the developed program means, OpenModelica package has been chosen. The tool created is supposed to be used for training future professionals in the area of modeling as well as for solving investigation tasks.
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1. Introduction

Developers of program complex Matlab (corporation Mathworks [11]) offered a new concept of designing – Model-Based Design. Presently the offered approach has proved to be efficient [7].

Development of industrial technologies is impossible without scientific research being conducted simultaneously. In connection with this, creating an open research product open for criticism and analysis – a prototype of the industrial technology is topical.
Project making technology is based on modeling an «invariant» of the modeling means. Visual modeling means in this context are understood as complexes including the following components:

- (OO) graphical object-oriented modeling language;
- Simulation language for model research;
- Language for debugging -- graphical debugger;
- Graphical tools for model investigating (toolboxes).

As examples the following packages can be used:

2. Dymola [9]. Based on the unified modeling language Modelica, one of the advantages of which is support of «physical» modeling.

To provide for the quality of commercial visual modeling means and their improvement it is necessary to do scientific research. The object of research may be the modeling language and the mathematical models and new numeric models and specific tools and new numeric methods – everything that can effect the reliability of designing and the speed of modeling which can become an important factor for designing real time systems and large-scale systems.

In order to attract researchers attention to their projects, industrial environment developers:

- Promote academic licenses (limited user rights for the product) and/or functionally limited modeling means.
- Create free circulating software based on existing professional environment, OpenModelica [8] being an example.

The last thing, offered by OpenModelica developers, – to make the product open – seems to have the best prospects.

2. Aims and Goals of the work

In the framework of the given article we see it as our goal to create an open product OpenMVL similar to OpenModelica, to be used freely for scientific research and easily adapted for training future professionals in the sphere of modeling, extended and modified by users. In the package it is offered to use a single language for modeling hybrid systems Model Vision Language (MVL) [6]. In the language MVL the difficulties of modeling hybrid systems have been solved (the components now can be supplied with hybrid automata).

3. OpenMVL Structure

The program means being created:
a. uses the language Model Vision Language in text form: from the language MVL the structures necessary for running the graphical component of modeling environment are excluded,

b. retains the part of the language MVL, which provides component modeling of hybrid systems [5] (components with input/output\(^1\) and with contacts\(^2\), (Fig. 1).

c. makes it possible to support the extendable library of numeric methods [5] in the form of switchable dynamic libraries (DLL).

d. contains a simple enough test bench on which it is possible to demonstrate the results of the carried out numerical experiment (time and phase diagrams).

Application OpenMVL is a command interpreter (Shell), which allows the user to perform a number of basic commands: edit model files; load model files into a package (a realized compiler of object-oriented modeling language is started); conduct numerical experiment in given time limits; build a diagram of the results obtained.

4. Immediate Tasks

4.1 Automatic formation of the combined (total) system of equations

Traditionally, there is a direct connection between the form of the mathematical model (the form presents the model in the modeling language) and numerical methods corresponding to the given form, i.e. Matlab package and visual environment package AnyLogic [12], induce the user to create calculation procedures for the right part in the programming language of a level which is low enough.

In the OpenMV environment as well as in MvStudium packaging the mathematical model is presented in the form of algebraic-differential equations

\[
F(t, x, \frac{dx}{dt}) = 0; F \in \mathbb{R}^n, x \in \mathbb{R}^n.
\]

This form is the most general one, so its application allows the user to present the system being solved in any convenient form. This freedom, though, limits the choice of program realizations of numerical methods: DASSL [3],

\(^1\) used for the so-called «cause-consequence modeling» (a system with a clear one direction regulation connections)

\(^2\) used for the so-called «physical modeling» (for example, electric chains)
DASPK [4]. Application of other methods presupposes transformation of the system into the way «understood» by the numerical method.

4.2 Choice of «canonical» form

Canonical form in the given context is understood as a form by which we can judge about the system resolution, also there exists a numerical determiner understanding this form without any further transformations. The larger is the number of «canonical» forms \( \frac{dx}{dt} = f(t, x); \frac{d^2 x}{dt^2} = f(t, x); \frac{dx}{dt} = A(x, t) \frac{dx}{dt} = f(t, x) \) and other used in the package, the more efficient is its work.

In conjunction with this a question arises what forms are to be used in modeling environments.

4.3 Formation of the combined (total) system

As the project OpenMVL is meant for modeling hybrid systems based on component modeling, a question arises concerning the algorithms of forming the total mathematical system combining the interconnected components (with input/outputs or with contacts), giving the possibility to use efficiently the existing numerical methods, for example take into consideration the scarcity of the system. No less important is a question of the possibility of the system to be written by the user (i.e. what its structure analysis can give). (Fig. 2)

4.4 Re-establishing combined (total) system in the canonical form

One of the drawbacks of visual modeling is a lack of possibility of seeing the combined system in the usual mathematical form. For the systems of small size, such a form makes it possible to investigate and check the system created by the package. As it has turned out, «re-establishing» the system and the choice of form convenient for the analysis is not an easy job.

5. Results planned

As the result of the work we are planning to build a program modeling complex which can be used both for training the basics of object-oriented modeling and as a tool for the research in the sphere of professional environment (in particular, Model Vision Studium).
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